This paper reports on results from ongoing research on languageidentification (LID) performed on the three languages: AmericanEnglish, German and Spanish. The speech material used is from the Oregon Graduate Institute Spontaneous Telephone Speech
. INTRODUCTION
This paper is based on similar LID-system approaches to the ones presented in [l] and [2], but two essential differences are being emphasised in the work presented hen. The first is that of separating the s p h sound models used by the system into a common group of language-independent speech soma?, and a separate group of remaining langtuge-dependent phonemes for each of the training languages. The second is that the final language identification is based on an optimal linear classification based on a set of decision parameters which results from a hear discriminant transformation.
THE BASELINE SYSTEM
The bakline LIpsystem is shown in Figure 1 . The speech signal parametriSation is performed by the common acoustic preprocessing module. Details are given in section 3.
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The language identification pan of the system consists of four modules. The first -the phoneme decoding module -consists of a set of parallel phoneme recognisers each of which perform the acoustic decoding on the basis of groups of acoustic models which arc selected and tuned to a specific training language. The output from each of the recognisers is fed into the second module -the language decoding module -which consists of a set of parallel language modules. Each language module consists of (three) language models each representing the bigram language model for a specific language. Each of the language models is trained on the decoded output from the corresponding phoneme recogniser given acoustic speech training material from that language. Each language module in Figure 1 consists of three language models. Using the technique presented in this paper, however, this number can be chosen freely such that the language-identification system can M e more languages than the three shown given that the proper training corpora are available. The output parameters from each of the language modules and from each of the phoneme recognisas are all fed into a third module in which the parameters are submitted to a linear discriminant transfonnation. The transformed parameters are used in the fourth module -the classifier -which selects the most likely candidate language given the acoustic input.
PREPROCESSING
Three basic preprocessing methodologies have baa tested in the experiments in order to analyse their potential in the specific task of phoneme recognition and the overall task of languageidentification. It is emphasised that the selected methodology is likely to be dependent on the corpora used for training, and that the work presented in the paper deals with noise-contaminated spontaneous telephone speech, which is collected using a large number of different telephone hand sets. The 
TRAINING AND TEST CORPUS
The speech corpus is the Oregon Graduate Institute Spontaneous Telephone Speech Corpus, OGI-TS from which training and test material for the three languages American-English, Geman and Spanish is employed.
The phonemes are given by the aaining material which is annotated to the segmental level using the Woridbet set of symbols. The details are at the phonemic level as all diacritics are removed before the training is initiated. Those phonemes which have a representation of less than 45 realisations are merged with their closest equivalent symbol. Ten 'non-speech' segment types are used to model 'non-speech' events in the combined training corpus. For details, see [6] . Approximately 64 minutes of speech is used for the training, and 57 minutes for testing.
PHONEME GROUPS
The results of the experiments conducted in connection with this paper are based on two different ways of 'handling' the phonemes contained within the three training languages. The first experiment is conducted on the basis of the set @ (the total phoneme inventory) of N language-specific phonemes 91, across the three languages. These phonemes arc those from the OGI-TS corpus, but where all diacritics have becn removed. The second experiment is based on the separation of the set CD across the three languages, i.e.
into a set of hguage-indcpendmt (li) sound units and three set of remaining language-dependent Od) phonemes =, CDk and In previous work [7,8] we have employed two metbodologies by which the total set of language-specific phonemes @ can be separated.
Data-driven definition of languageindependent speech units
The datadriven strategy for the merging of some of the phonemes across the three training languages into their equivalent speech units is presented here. The terminology 'speech unit' is used henceforth rather than phoneme as the iterative selection process normally lead to the merging of a number of phonemes across the training languages. In other words the data-driven languageindependent speech m'rs are those which emerge from the clustering speech sounds which are similar enough to be equated, but where each of them is a phoneme.
Based on the mining material, each of the initial N = 113 language-specific phonemes -being trained on its corresponding acoustic data -is modelled by a hidden Markov model. The language-specific models are used to initialise an iterative procedure the results of which are the p u p of datadriven language-independent sound units and the three groups of language-dependent phonemes. During each iteration, the strategy is to select the two most similar speech units and the methodologies used for measuring the similarities and for selecting the language-independent sound units are outlined below. The similarity of a phoneme and/or a speech unit is based on the calculation of meanued log-probability c(q,cpJ among all the phonemes or speech units cp, and cpj within the combined training corpus. The phoneme recogniser, which is subsequently used within the language-identification experiments.
is used to establish the average per-frame values of the log-
probabilities.
The iterative process as such is initialised on the basis of the language-specific set CD of No = N phonemes as represented by their hidden Markov models.
Step 0. The number of independent models are Ni, = N. Nk speech units are trained. Each of the speech units is being repnstnted by approximately 200 randomly selected realisations taken from the combined training corpus.
Step Step 3. The two closest speech units -say qp and q, are merged (meaning that the label representing sound unit qp is set equal to the label representing sound unitduring re-annotating of the combined training corpus) into one common sound unit by averaging of thdr log-probability values:
Step 4. rfa pelcctcd number of equated phonemes have bem identified go to Step 5. &e re-annotate the combined training corpus according to the merging of the two closest speech units, set N = N -1 and go to Step 0. The merging continues until a selected number of combined, language-independent sound units are chosen by the iterative process.
.
Step 5. The equated new speech units are defined as the group of language-hdependent sound units.
Step 6. The remaining phonemes in each of the training corpora are defined as the group of hnguage-dependent phonemes for each of the training languages.
It is emphasised that the data-driven, iterative process for selection of the language-indepmdent sound units in a flexible way makes it possible to test the dependency of the scoring of the languageidentification system upon the number of preselected languageindependent sound units. This is utilised in expaiment two. 
PHONEME MODELLING

LD-TRANSFORMATION
A linear discriminant (LD) analysis is introduced with the aim of decomlating the input variables x(n) maximally. and the result is transformed into a set of new parameters y(n) which arc subsequently w d by the language classifier. Discriminant analysis involves deriving linear combinations of the input variables that
will discriminat e between a-priori defined dwes in such a way that the misclassification error rates are minimised This is performed by detamining a sec of discriminant functions which best discriminate between the classes by maximising the ratio of the between-dass variances to the within-dass variances subject to a number of constraints. Given that the following consrraints are fulfilled, namely:
1. each class is a sample from a multivariate normal population, 2. all classes have identical within-class covariance matrices W, 3. the class means (centroids) can be represented by a Gaussian distribution with betwecn-chses covariance matrix B, then it is possible to define a transformation matrix E and a feature reduction matrix f which transforms the input parameters x(n) into an LD-transformed vector y(n) which best discriminates between the classes as given by the training data A detailed derivation can be found in [9] . The result of the LD-transformation is that the language classifier is given the following input data:
LANGUAGE CLASSIFICATION
The transformed vector y(n) leads to the following expression whue the transformed mean class vectors yi and yj an computed on the basis of the training material. From this the final classification is estimated using Bayes' rule.
EXPERIMENTS
Two expaimcnts are conducted. The first applies a total set of the N = 113 language-specific phoneme models, the second applies a set of varied-size groups of language-independent speech units and language-dcpcndcnt phonemes. There are 40.41 and 32 CDHMM phoneme models for the three languages American-English (US), Gennan (GE) and Spanish (ES), respectively. In each of the experiments 10 'non-speech' models are used together with the speech models.
The first expeximent analyses which of the three pnprocessing techniques is optimal as regards the task of phoneme recognition, and which of the pnprocessing techniques is optimal as regards the overall task of language-identification.
. 1 Experiment 1
The results from the phoneme recognition experiments are given in Table I .
The results show a relative low phoneme recognition performance which is explained by the fact that the simulations are performed on unconsmed spontaneous speech of telephone quality.
It is observed that FBDYN gives better performance than MFCC
and RASTA. Comparing with the results from the similar test in Experiment 1, it is observed that the phoneme recognition accufacy stays almost constant using 20 language-independent speech units together with language-dependent phonemes. Table IV shows the results of testing lauguage-identification scores of the baseline LID-system in which the number of languageindependent speech units are varied. It is seen that the overall performance remains almost constant despite the use of an increasing number of language-independent speech unit models in the recognisa, and it is observed that the language-identification score remains at a relative high level although the number of language-independent specch units used by the phoneme recognism increases.
CONCLUSION
The ruults presented in this paper indicate that high LID-system performance can be achieved for telephone quality speech by applying RASTA for preprocessing, by introducing clustering of phonemes across languages and by applying an LD-transformation Table W . Language-identification score using a v-ng number of hguage-independent speech units and language-dependent Dhoneme models ~~~ ~ before final language classification takes place. Space does not allow results to be given on the influence of the LD-transformation. The technique presented in this paper enables testing of the LID-system in which the number of language-independent speech units is varied, and it is interesting to observe that this only affects the language-identification accuracy to a minor degree. It is presently being analysed whether the relatively small degrading in accuracy can be 'restored' by modelling the language by trigrams instead of bigram&s it is emphasised that an increase in number of language-independent speech units at the same time may allow for trigram language modelling.
